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ABSTRACT
In recent years, numerous approaches and solutions for CAx data exchange in typical application
cases have been developed. However, individual needs in one-off developments have not yet been
addressed. This paper presents a methodology for the exchange of specialized CAx data between a
designanda simulationdepartment – inparticular, betweenCADandother simulation tools. Generic
steps such as filtering, aggregation and pre-processing as well as selection and use of suitable
interfaces result in adaptable and reusable “workflows.” As our example of an industrial conveyor
system demonstrates, defining and using such workflows accelerates the modeling phase, ensures
transparency of the development process, and enables reuse and refinement of process steps and
intermediate results.
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1. Introduction

The exchange of CAx data, for instance between a
mechanical design department and a simulation depart-
ment, with standard tools is well established and
documented. Methods for the transfer of CAD data
to FEM simulations have long been known [1] and
refined in recent years: examples range from (auto-
matic) CAD geometry idealization [15] to methods for
mesh model simplification by feature recognition [6].
There are promising approaches and solutions, such as
a CAD/CAM/CNC toolchain using STEP-NC or ISO
14649 [20]. Well-defined procedures are used for such
typical exchanges. However, as demonstrated by more
recent publications, procedures that are seemingly stan-
dard can still be improved [8]. They can be part of well-
integrated development environments, such as Siemens
NX™ and ANSYS R© Workbench, or be realized using sep-
arate tools with clearly defined interfaces. These inte-
grated environments and the interfaces for separate tools
support frequently occurring interactions, and thus the
corresponding procedures are alsowell established.How-
ever, tool support is often insufficient for novel applica-
tions and projects addressing individual aspects with low
reusability, as is often the case in one-off developments.
Machine and plant engineering is an area where one-
off developments often occur. In addition, even when
the necessary procedures are initially well established,
changes within a project may require new functionalities
of the product and the procedures.
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Having analyzed the situation in one of the devel-
opment projects of Siemens AG Logistics and Airport
Solutions, we now demonstrate that a strict, standard-
ized process is unable to address the individual needs
of one-off developments. The processes implemented are
re-invented for each project without consideration of the
reusability of individual steps. In this paper, we address
the research questions of how the processes for individ-
ual projects can be supported without a strict scheme and
howprocess components of very specific processes can be
reused in other projects.

One strategy to address these exchange issues in Sys-
tems Engineering is having a common language for rep-
resentation, for example, the SystemsModeling Language
(SysML) [5]. However, SysML lacks acceptance in indus-
trial practice. In addition, although SysML theoretically
allows representation of any engineering information
necessary, specific details that are easily explained within
a certain domain by domain-specific representation (e.g.,
technical drawings) become very complicated and almost
unidentifiable in SysML. Another alternative for repre-
sentation is provided by the standard data modeling lan-
guage EXPRESS, which describes the information mod-
els of the STEP standard including geometry represen-
tation (e.g., STEP standard geometry/topology resource
ISO 10303–42 [10]). A further approach uses a common
data model [8]; even though they seem very promising
for the future, data models are not yet sufficiently evolved
for wide industrial application.
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Although there are widespread norms and exten-
sive standards, it is well known that the exchange
of data between CAx systems and simulation tools
usually requires manual tasks and time-consuming
customizations. As an additional solution, we present a
method for unidirectional information exchange to cre-
ate a simulation model based on existing design (CAD)
data. We contend that this method simplifies individual
process creation bymeans of a flexible guideline, and that
it allows identification of process components in one-
off projects, which in turn enables documentation and
reuse in other projects. A case study demonstrates suc-
cessful use of our method, which is now defined as a
recommended approach for new projects at the company
analyzed.

2. Generic methodology for unidirectional
information exchange

The data exchange situation between the design depart-
ment and the simulation department of Siemens AG
Logistics and Airport Solutions was evaluated in a series
of interviews, the generalized results of which are pre-
sented in Fig. 1. In the early design phases, the simula-
tion department relies on project information to design
initial concepts for a feasibility study. This project infor-
mation is retrieved from the knowledge database, which
includes the problem and task definitions, the require-
ment database and information about relevant standards
and results from previous projects. Even though this
knowledge database is depicted as centralized in Fig. 1,
some information contributing to the concepts devel-
oped is distributed. An important example is knowledge
in the form of experience of the systems simulation engi-
neers. For concept generation, the simulation engineer
must acquire the necessary information from all sources
available. Model geometry is realized within the lim-
ited capabilities of the simulation software to the level of
detail necessary for the desired generic functionality. A
standard procedure is not necessary in this situation.

Once a concept is chosen for more detailed develop-
ment, it must be designed for physical realization. The
first step consists of creating virtual models comprising
standard components, such as screws and nuts, and also
specifically designed geometrical components. The CAD
engineer again acquires the relevant information from
the knowledge database in order to find a geometry that
fulfills the geometrical requirements. A significant output
of design using CAD software is the relevant information
for manufacturing the components and assemblies, i.e.
providing manufacturing knowledge [8]. The geometri-
cal models are also used for further simulation.

As previously mentioned, approaches that transfer
CAD geometry to FEM have been known for a long
time and are well established [1]. The transfer of geomet-
rical models to software for the simulation of material
flow, however, is not well established, perhaps because
novel functionalities, novel improved software products
and small lot sizes all complicate comprehensive stan-
dardization. As this exchange is not well established, the
CAD engineer and the simulation engineer must com-
municate to determine the pre-processing steps required
for including the geometry in the simulation software.
Depending on the desired functionalities and the avail-
able interfaces, these preparatory steps can be performed
in the CAD software, in intermediate pre-processing
software, or in the simulation software. Communica-
tion between stakeholders can, of course, be complicated
further by different areas of expertise of the engineers
involved and the lack of guidelines and internal processes
for cross-department cooperation.

In addition to knowledge and experience from the
engineers involved, information for this pre-processing
is, again, derived from the knowledge database. An illus-
trative example is a CAD model of a joint that primarily
contains geometrical information. The systems engineer
who creates a system simulation model on the base of
this CADmodel, needs additional information likemate-
rial data and boundary conditions to model the physical
behavior. Here the functional use of the object plays the
crucial role how the object is modeled (e.g., geometrical
abstraction, physical behavior). A more specific example
is the identification of a board beside a conveyor belt as
a deflector. The CAD software does not naturally pro-
vide for the inclusion of such functional information, but
realizing a conveyor system in the simulation software
requires it. Defining a surface as a deflector is not sup-
ported by all types of geometry import interface (e.g.,
VRML) in the simulation software.

Thus, it is necessary to identify (i) the relevant prop-
erties that must be assigned to the geometry within the
native CAD software, (ii) the interface for their successful
transfer, (iii) necessarymodifications outside of either the
CAD or the simulation software and (iv) necessary mod-
ifications within the simulation software. Further, the
modification tasks must be assigned to the stakeholders
involved (CAD engineer, simulation engineer and poten-
tially a 3rd party). In the case of large assemblies, the
engineers must determine which components are to be
included in, or omitted from, the simulation and which
must be abstracted [12]. This process is comparable to the
idealization of a CADmodel for a finite-element method
simulation [15]. For example, for a flow simulation,
screws and nuts for component assembly can be omit-
ted. Their inclusion would needlessly increase memory
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requirements and simulation runtime. Specific function-
ality allocation also requires abstraction of some elements
to their core properties, such as weight or moment of
inertia, omitting the overall geometrical information. For
visualization purposes, such shapes can then be included

using different (simpler) interfaces. Lee [12] presented
some considerations that specifically address these issues.

Fig. 2 illustrates the generic process of information
transfer from the CAD model to the simulation model.
Once a detailed model of the geometry has been created,

Figure 1. Generic information exchange between CAD and simulation.

Figure 2. Methodology for unidirectional information exchange between CAD and simulation tools (adapted from [19]).
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the properties that are relevant to the simulation can
be identified and defined in the CAD software. A cru-
cial prerequisite of such an analysis is knowledge about
the goal of the simulation [7],[16]. The identification
and definition step gives rise to model modifications,
after which the results are evaluated with regard to the
requirements. Based on the results, the model is again
modified and evaluated, and this iterative process con-
tinues until the requirements are met. Assigning selected
and meaningful attributes within the CAD part models
allows customizable and repeatable filtering of all neces-
sary information. Once the pre-processedmodel exhibits
all the relevant properties, it is prepared for, and then
exported in, the appropriate interface format. Suitable
interfaces must be selected depending on the individual
task and on the support by the software tools used. The
model is imported into the simulation software and sub-
sequently prepared for the simulation. If some required
properties could not be included within the CAD soft-
ware, this must be communicated so they are added
within the simulation software. The simulation model
is then created. This is, again, an iterative process, this
time with two cycles: The first focuses on the building of
the simulation, and the second on achieving the desired
results. Only when themodel is fit for its purpose and can
provide at least plausible results the process is finished.
If significant problems arise within these cycles, it may
become necessary to return to the start, i.e., the prepa-
ration of the geometrical model, or even to change the
task. This process allows identification of specific steps
necessary for specific properties (functionalities). Identi-
fication is followed by documentation of all the informa-
tion necessary to create the expedient workflows, which
can also have the form of modified software code. This
documentation enables reuse of the specific process steps
and workflows in cases where these specific properties

(functionalities) are required again after major changes
within the project, or in other projects.

3. Example: a package-sorting plant

The generic process illustrated in Fig. 2 was applied
in a case study in which a conveyor system as part
of a package-sorting plant was simulated. Part of this
conveyor system (Fig. 3) were novel modules, such as
Variomove R© for faster unloading of bulk, along with new
functionalities regarding user comfort and safety that had
not been included in any previous simulation models.
The novel system simulations were applied for perfor-
mance validation (e.g., throughput, capacity, bottlenecks
of the overall system), geometry optimization, and to
develop strategies and algorithms for bulk steam control
and jam prevention.

3.1. Appropriate interface architecture based on a
functional structure

In our example, a detailed 3D CAD model in Siemens
NX™ [17] (3D CAD platform) served as a basis for build-
ing a system simulation model in Demo3D R© Enterprise
[3] (module-oriented simulation tool to simulate mate-
rial handling and material flow). No dedicated integra-
tion of these two tools is available. Prior to using the
presented method, most operations were done manually.
Geometry elements were recreated and modeled within
the simulation tool, using its limited modeling capabil-
ities (in comparison to the functionalities provided by
the CAD platform). Functional features had to be added
manually, as they were not part of the CAD description,
due to the design process. This procedure required an
enormous amount of time and leaded to redundant infor-
mation. The inclusion of Variomove R© was also further
complicated by the large number of components included

Figure 3. Conveyor system as part of a package-sorting plant (courtesy of Siemens AG Logistics and Airport Solutions).
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in this assembly. The goal was therefore to develop an
efficient interface architecture considering established
interfaces to increase the automation level, reduce error
susceptibility and improve the quality of the simulation
model. All applied workflows are intended to be stored
for reuse in similar future tasks.

The interface architecture we developed addresses
both visual and functional requirements, such as trans-
port surfaces and deflectors. It is based on a functional
structure derived from the needs of the simulationmodel.
There is a function-oriented point of view essential to
building a simulation model (Fig. 4). In CAD models,
however, assembly structures are typically manufactur-
ing or testing oriented. In order to relate elements in the
CAD models to those in the simulation model, a func-
tional assignment implemented by adding attributes to
the elements within the CAD platform can be expedient.

Creating the system simulationmodel requiresmainly
four different types of models (elements for visualization
purposes, deflector geometry, library components and
sensors):

• “Visualization elements” are geometrical elements
that are used exclusively for visual presentation (for
animations or plausibility checks). These elements
need not perform additional functionalities within the
simulation, and, for example, an outer shell of the
CAD model is therefore sufficient.

• “Deflectors” are geometrical elements (e.g., baffles)
that channel the transported cargo (e.g., packets) and
cannot be penetrated by bulk objects. They must be
considered in the simulation by assignation to the
“deflector” model type.

• “Conveyor belts” are one example from the cata-
log/library of configurable pre-built model compo-
nents provided by Demo3D R© (e.g., conveyor belts,

roller conveyors, elevators) with certain characteristic
features (including controllable conveyor functions)
and configurable parameters (such as dimensions and
feed speed). Before they can be used in the simulation,
they must be adapted to meet the requirements.

• “Sensors” are standard geometrical elements (e.g.,
cylindrical elements) that can be imbued with spe-
cific functionalities, and operate, for example, as light
barriers in the simulation.

3.2. Implementation of themethodology

According to the method presented in Fig. 2, the step
“Select/define attributes” can be performed by a suitable
combination of methods and functionalities of the CAD
platform. First, unnecessary layers (e.g., auxiliary geome-
try, standard parts) can be deactivated if the allocation to
the layers is done correctly (e.g., following a design guide-
line). Filter criteria such asminimum size (area, volume),
specific name (prefix, keyword), assigned attributes (e.g.,
allocations of materials, colors) and neighborhood (parts
at specified close range) must be set depending on the
desired result, as shown in Fig. 5. Insufficient filtering
(e.g., as recognized by visual checks) can easily be cor-
rected manually by assigning additional attributes. To
achieve high reusability, the filter results must be stored,
for instance, by creation of “Component Groups” based
on the applied filter criteria or by generating “Reference
Sets.”

In the case of “Visualization elements,” “Filtering and
selection” should lead to a basic geometry of the outer
shell. To this end, specific CAD functionalities within
NX™, such as “SimplifyAssembly,” “ProductOutline” and
“WrapAssembly,” can be used in addition to themethods
described above. In order to avoid high computational
effort and to reduce the error rate, for large assemblies

Figure 4. Example of a functional structure for relating an assembly structure (CAD) to a functional structure suitable for building a
simulation model.
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Figure 5. Workflows for the unidirectional information exchange between CAD and simulation tool demonstrated by the “conveyor
system” application example.

themodels should be simplified asmuch as possible prior
to using these specific functionalities. VRML turned out
to be well suited to transferring the geometry of the
outer shell. These steps are shown in Fig. 2 as “Extraction
and pre-processing” and “Pre-process model for suit-
able interface.” For import into Demo3D R©, units and the
coordinate systems of the CADgeometry and the simula-
tion environment must be matched (“Pre-process model
for simulation)”.

The strategy we chose for extracting the “Deflector”
geometry is similar. One noteworthy and particularly
useful NX™ CAD functionality for filtering the deflec-
tor geometry along the conveyor line is “Linked Exte-
rior.” Visible/facing surfaces can be selected automat-
ically, depending on set-specific viewing directions or
viewpoints. STEP was chosen as a suitable interface for-
mat due to its advantages in further use within the sim-
ulation in relation to persistent part names and assem-
bly structure.

For “Conveyor belts,” only a few main parameters
(three point coordinates and additional knowledge) are
necessary to build the simulation model using config-
urable library components from the Demo3D R© cata-
log. The point coordinates from the CAD model can be
exported using a text file export or alternatively the STEP
interface [10]. In the latter case, the point coordinates are

exportedwithin the STEPphysical file, for instance, in the
form “#NR=CARTESIAN_POINT(‘’,(x,y,z))” accord-
ing to the EXPRESS modeling language [9],[11]. A
Demo3D R© script reads the point coordinates from
the text resource, calculates the main parameters of
the conveyor (dimensions, position/orientation), and
inserts/configures a library element of the “conveyor”
model type (see Fig. 6). The automatic configuration of
the library component via scripting can be enriched with
additional knowledge, such as belt speed and material
properties, if such information is available within the
CAD part attributes (see Fig. 2 – “Build the simulation
model (supported by attributes))”.

“Sensors” can be set up similarly to “Conveyor belts.”
Start and end point (e.g., to characterize the monitoring
area of a light barrier) are taken from the CAD model
and used to parameterize a basic geometrical cylinder
element that can be used in the simulation as a repre-
sentation of the light beam with the functionalities of a
sensor.

3.3. Summary, comparison to relatedwork, and
further research avenues

The process steps and workflows applied are docu-
mented (i) in the form of reusable “Component groups”
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Figure 6. Automated parameterization of a “conveyor” library element using the Demo3D R© Enterprise scripting functionalities.

that include the associated filter criteria and (ii) by the
preparation of scripts using the tool-specific APIs (NX™
Open [17], Demo3D R© scripting [3]) to automate the
procedures, namely pre-processing and import/export.
As additional documentation, cross-department instruc-
tion guides show how to set up the workflows as
a basis for future modifications, developments and
similar tasks.

Main advantages of the presented generic methodol-
ogy are: (i) The exchange of data between stakeholders
is faster due to our defined and transparent procedure.
(ii) The reduction of manual steps and the possibility of
reusing steps andworkflows also save time in the creation
and use of the system simulation model. (iii) Combi-
nation of suitable interfaces allows the original detailed
and precise CAD geometry to be used within the sim-
ulation, which increases the accuracy of the simulation
model. (iv) The simulation also has to serve the purpose
of project visualization for developers and internal man-
agers. The greater accuracy of the geometrical elements
opens up further areas of application, such as photo-
realistic rendering to convince potential customers. (v)
Using lightweight VRML components reduces computa-
tional costs.

The main benefit of our approach is its applicability
within the existing tool environment and without the
need for further modeling languages (such as SysML)
or modeling concepts. Therefore an integration into
established development processes gets easier. One way
to achieve this is an implementation within PLM sys-
tems. In industrial practice Product Data Management
(PDM) functionalities of common PLM systems like
Teamcenter R© [17] are already used successfully to man-
age CAD data and interactions between various CAD
models and assemblies at a coarse-grained level. PLM
systems offer a variety of possibilities to manage all
data within the development process and to integrate
external tools. Even an implementation of the presented

workflows within a PLM system as a central platform
would be possible and can be realized fundamentally
by using process and workflow management function-
alities that are able to manage fine-grained parameters.
Since these functionalities are quite suitable andmade for
highly standardized processes (e.g., release processes and
CAE processes like CAD/FEM toolchains), customiza-
tions and PLM administrator expert knowledge could be
required to address individual needs in one-off develop-
ments. According to [2], it would be desirable for end
users of the integrated tools to have the option also to
specify necessary tool adapters tailored to their individ-
ual needs, without requiring deep expert knowledge, spe-
cial roles and admission rights. As long as the toolchain is
not stable and undergoes frequent changes the PLM sys-
tem is not the suitable tool for implementation. Another
possibility are dedicated simulation process architecture
and automation tools such as LMS Imagine.Lab™ Sys-
tem Synthesis [17] or ModelCenter R© [14] offer a Model-
Based Systems Engineering (MBSE) framework to inte-
grate cross-vendor simulation tools and to create (auto-
mated) multi-disciplinary simulation workflows at the
fine-grained parameter level. Such tools may potentially
simplify tool coupling, but cannot replace a systematic
approach to the definition of suitable and application-
specific workflows. It’s important, and often difficult, to
identify all necessary information for building the simu-
lation model. Due to the cyclical nature of this procedure
a systematic approach is needed to ensure transparency
and traceability.

Although our approach proved successful in the case
study addressing a new product, it also raised further
issues. A crucial aspect is the handling of changes both
in the CAD and in the simulation software. How can
changes during development be successfully propagated
between these two platforms without limiting the engi-
neers in their tasks?How can the feedback from the simu-
lation be communicated to the CAD engineer? Currently,
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this process at our project partner is relatively informal
and could use improvement.

Beyond the methodology shown by us other
approaches are given in the literature to address these
issues. One is to integrating disparate development tools
using the principles of linked data are the specifica-
tions called Open Services for Lifecycle Collaboration
(OSLC) [4]. OSLC specifies a lightweight protocol to
enable collaboration between tools without changing
their specific behaviors. Workflows between the related
tools can improve traceability of the exchanged data or
enable impact analysis (e.g., regarding change manage-
ment or requirements management). Main challenges in
relation to tool integration architectures and the pro-
cess of (automated) building of tool adapters conform-
ing to the OSLC industry initiative were discussed in
[2]. A further multi-view modeling approach [18] uses
the Systems Modeling Language (OMG SysMLTM) in
compliance with Meta-Object Facility (MOF), Model
Driven Architecture (MDA) and SysML to represent the
system and the dependencies between domain-specific
tools.

A current trend towards cloud-based solutions and
cloud computing places further demands on (multi-
site) collaborative workflows in terms of virtualization
management, security, user-centric privacy and con-
flicts between actions of different users, as shown in
[13]. Methods that ensure target-oriented and tailored
(lightweight) CAx data exchange and cross-discipline
workflows to support concurrent engineering are there-
fore becoming increasingly important.

4. Conclusion

A situation analysis was performed at Siemens AG Logis-
tics and Airport Solutions, and the CAx data exchange
between CAD software and plant simulation software
was evaluated. Based on this evaluation, we derived a
method that allows non-established functionalities to be
exchanged across the CAD and the plant simulation soft-
ware. This approach allows documentation and reuse
of steps and workflows in later projects. The process
was successfully verified and validated in a case study
addressing Variomove R© integration. This case study pro-
vided further insights and future research topics concern-
ing simulation feedback and the handling of changes in
the course of a project [16]. Industrial adaptation and
implementation of these findings is a further goal.
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